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Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>

Hello everyone.  I'm Michael Voris.

If you're like most Catholics you have an idea 
that a change in Church practice must mean the
Pope's on board with it, right?

Well, it SHOULD.  Emphasis on SHOULD.

But if it DOESN'T, how do you know?  The 
Roman Pontiff is six THOUSAND miles away 
from us here in America.

Cam 2 <<Cam 2>>
Communion on the tongue is a tradition with 
roots growing deep into the Church's rich 
liturgical soil. 

This liturgical custom was suddenly uprooted 
in the 1970s in it’s place the practice of 
revising holy communion in the hand began 
AGAIN. The abuse had been nixed over a 
thousand years ago by Church authorities, 
notably at the synod of Rouen in 650 AD 
among other places.

The practice of Communion-in-the-hand 
sprang up suddenly after Vatican Two in 
Belgium and Holland... contrary to Church law
which did not allow it.

Once Communion in the hand became a 
common practice, people stopped receiving on 
the tongue resulting in the loss of faith within 
the Real Presence. 

Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>
But modern media is a powerful tool for 
uncovering truth and conveying it.

Here at Church Militant. TV we have gathered 
some footage showing first hand what Pope 



Benedict XVI said regarding distribution of the
Sacred Bread of Life.

FS with audio 0:10 – 1:02
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A3zHpo3gtN0

Take a look for yourself.
<<SOT>>  

Cam 2
GX 2:25 – 4:00 silent
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=A3zHpo3gtN0

<<Cam 2>>
Pope Benedict started distributing Christ's 
Body exclusively in this manner, directly on 
the tongue, since 2009 on the Feast of Corpus 
Christi.

Cam 1
Img 01 Bur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aXzsyuytMlQ
[FS 0:0 – 0:46]

<<Cam 1>>
You may be familiar with Cardinal Burke, 
Prefect of the Supreme Tribunal of the 
Apostolic Signatura, Basically the Chief 
Justice of the Church's Supreme Court…well 
take a look at what he had to say about the 
Pope giving Holy Communion ONLY to those 
kneeling and on the tongue.
<<SOT>>
 

Cam 2
Img 01 Bur

<<Cam 2>>
Cardinal Burke knows this was not a mere 
chance event as he just stated.  Quote,  “The 
Holy Father is giving a very clear lesson by his
own insistence that the faithful receive 
kneeling and on the tongue.  He's teaching us 
something.  This is a decision which he 
obviously made with much thought and for 
good reasons.”
<<SOT>>

Cam 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3Nmk9ty1clc
[FS 4:32 – 6:19]

<<Cam 1>>
Here too is EWTN news speaking in depth 
about the same papal event.
<<SOT>>

Cam 2
Img 02

<<Cam 2>>
Did you catch that news flash?  Quote:  “The 
Pope's Master of Ceremonies Monsignor 
Guido Marini announced a new Vatican 
protocol for receiving Communion in 
L'Osservatore Romano this week. From now 
on to receive Communion from Pope Benedict 
at Papal liturgies one will have to kneel and 
receive on the tongue.”  

Cam 1 <<Cam 1>>
In 2013 Pope Francis chose to keep Monsignor
Marini as Master of Pontifical Liturgical 
Celebrations, because of Marini's traditional 
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formation.

Tune in next week as we continue revealing 
the unmistakable Papal preference for 
Communion on the Tongue.

God love you.  I'm Michael Voris


